I.
suppose disposal

Middle English, from Anglo French desposer,
from Latin disponere to arrange

weakly response recycle women
is the bathroom this way

carpet trim recycling lock
think before you throw think

a basket of print
may include

to put in place
set in readiness
arrange
to transfer to the control of another
to deal with the matter conclusively

weight gain or certain cancers
increase or decrease in acne
vomiting depression
headaches
vaginal infections
high blood pressure

take them out of their original containers
mix them with an undesirable substance mix

such as kitty litter
blood clots in legs lungs heart or brain
stroke loss of libido
liver tumors (rare)

make them less appealing

dizziness heart attacks
gallstones

people may intentionally
go through your trash

cup with this is this a sponge

Voluntary doubt about the faith disregards
or refuses to hold as true

cal, I saw you hanging crooked and I knew
you understood recycling

anxiety aroused by its obscurity

only with approval from sun
a little pester composted
reserved towing enforced
signs side left skin illegible

cancer cancer cancer
if deliberately cultivated,
doubt can lead to spiritual
loss of libido blood clot

caw caw caw
i'm trying to caw ca
every mother is a working caw compost
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flat irons and waves permanent

and when he had opened the fourth seal
I heard the voice of the fourth beast say
come and see and I looked and
behold a pale horse

excuse me are you doing the parking
Is your cabinet filled with expired drugs
or medication you no longer use
I don't have the caw

And power was given unto them over the
fourth part of the earth, to kill with sword,
and with hunger, and with death, and with

animal mother bike fleet
the beasts of the earth
beached on a bench in the
sunday there's a bee over here composting
but then again the question is
you know what I mean and also bless you
difficulty and avert your eyes
and why is my left heel
read your book stop looking at me
limping limping throw away
can I spit in those plants
her prettiness marks her
let me ask you
no Buddhist stepped forward to take her place

definitely a good mourning experience

the signs of female aging as diseased
and who shall be able to stand
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II. When any of us here speak by the power of the Spirit we say better what he would say if he
were here in person.

1. Lines and Wrinkles
lines trace her thought in a precise calligraphy a lifetime of kissing even as a fig tree casteth
her untimely figs when she is shaken of a mighty wind.

2. Uneven Skin Texture
and the kings of the earth and the great men and the rich men and the chief captains and the
mighty men and every bondman and every free man hid themselves in the dens and in the
rocks of the mountain

3. Uneven Skin Tone
throughout the ages there have been so-called private revelations some of which have been
recognized by the authority of the Church they do not belong however to the deposit of faith

4. Appearance of Pores
Decreta Dogmatica Councilii Tridentini: Sess VI
Bellarmine, De Justificatione
Judicium de Libro Concordantia Lutheranorum
Liguori, The History of Heresies

5. Blotches and Age Spots
and the sun became black as sackcloth of hair

6. Dry Skin
at best this is a false prophecy at worst it is an out and out lie Gospel Jesus does not lie
because he is the Truth neither is he mistaken

7. Dullness
I have sought and do now seek that my words will be true and wise and proper
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III.
and when he had opened the third seal I heard the third beast say come and see and I behold and lo to a
black horse and he that sat on him had a pair of balances in his hand
below hollow is a root
straight lines in dirt
between spaces
fingered and sticking

and I heard a voice in the midst of the four
beasts say

dark bass through trees
pillow pulsing
an invading drone of structure

a measure of wheat for a penny
and three measures of barley for a penny
and see thou hurt not the oil and the wine

flat board thin mattress racked
skeleton and moths beating
themselves against a tin roof

the word Lepidoptera
from the Latin word for scaly wing
Lepidos meaning scale pteron meaning wing
shingles on roof
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baking illumination

semi-arid areas where breeding seasons are short

looming womb demystified

a proboscis is used to drink nectar

tide submission to mission permission
to leave to grieve to feel something
to be wrong

darkness like light fighting light

Perhaps its origins are related to Old English
"maða" meaning maggot or from the root of midge

tight brightness group
vision sounds sour

which until the 16th century was used
mostly to indicate the larva

ours not mine no mining

usually in reference to devouring clothes

dancing on fancy
clothes and holy trinkets

to identify you will need to look at all the colors
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IV.

Katie,
Rebecca
breathing
steadily
(in) (out)
mine is a terror of breath
(in)(out)
breath tearing at mind
(in)(out)
mine inspired spirals of
(in)(out)
respiration spiraling mind
(in)(out)
of terror of mind my terror
(in)(out)
tearing my mind breathing breath (in)(out)
mining terror my mind spirals
(in)(out)
inside of blindess timing mind
(in)(out)
terrorist ist mein ist dein ist sein (in)(out)
ist ein ist kein ist kind ist
(in)(out)
kindling ser sind and int-eruption (in)(out)
of terror of fervor of devotion
(in)(out)
of kind of spirals and spirals
(in)(out)
of mind breathing breath
(in)(out)
breeding death and in-sects in sex (in)(out)
I breathe I breathe I breathe
(in)(out)
to fear is weakness weep weakness (in)(out)
pique weakness pique peaking
(in)(out)
weak breath I breathe I breathe
(in)(out)
(in) out)
I breathe
(in)(sigh)

mine is a terror of breath
respiration spiraling mind
of terror of mind my terror
mining my mind spirals terror
timing blindness blinding
terrorist

Nina, breathing
erratically

(in) (in) (ouuut)
(in)(out)
(in)(out)
(in)(out)
(in)(out)
(in)(out)
(in)(out)(in)(out)
(in) (in) (ouuut)

ist mein ist dein ist sein
ist ein ist kein is kind
is grinding is feel is finding
(in) (ouuuuuuut)(in)(in)
finding time feeling fine
really really I'm fine
it's just that I
keep breathing and breathing
in) (ouuuuuuut)(in)(in)
weep weakness weep breathing
(in)(out)(in)(out)
(in) (in) (ouuut)
(in) (in) (ouuut)
(in) (in) (ouuut)

this is false
utterly totally and completely
there is not one sliver of truth in it
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V.
that is not it's primary intended infection
defect detect rejection
a pill, as Clomid. injections, such as Repronex,
Follistim, Pergonal, Repronex, and Gonal-F. In
general, the injectible reject detection

deny resource limits
business and religion
the business of religion

scientists mount the public stage and identify

to feed 6.3 billion persons,
the risk of multiple births
multiple births and multiple pregnancies
multiple inherent risks
should be disused discussed multiple
should be disgusting

hostile cervical mucous
uterine bleeding
ovulation that are not interrupted

increasing at close to 90 million per year,
it is not their role to improve or complete
definitive revelation

God nor greed
intolerant of dissent
intolerant

in somewhere around half of cases
in around 10 to 14 percent
less than two percent
these are the most common
how to discern
A Text Book of the History of Doctrines
and I beheld when he had opened the sixth seal and lo there was a great earthquake and the moon
became as blood and the stars of heaven fell unto the earth and the heaven departed as a scroll
when it is rolled together and every mountain and island were moved out of their places
fall on us for the great day of wrath is come
fall on The Wanderings of the Human Intellect
fall on A Survey of the Spiritual Antichrist
fall on A Text Book of the History of Doctrines
fall
fall
fall
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